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Abstract  
In this paper, Variable weight method is used in hydraulic projects tendering evaluation. In the process of decision-
making, given the range of indicators to assess the value of their weights by the corresponding changes in the valuation 
indicators. Optimal for the screening program, puts forward the basic assumptions and requirements, given the model 
and solution process, and lastly and through examples of using variable weight method to select the preferred target to 
meet the tender program. 
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1. Introduction 
Tendering assessment is a complicated job, which involves technology, economy and colligation 
evaluation. Applying scientific assessing method and standard for tendering assessment is not only the 
requirement of market economy but also the developing trend of science. For different objects with different 
characteristics, the quantity index of each  
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object can be obtained by qualitative method combined with quantitive method [1]. Through comparison 
in vertical and landscape direction, the target can be confirmed. By the normal multi-indexes assessing 
method [2], the final target is a certain proportion [3,4]. The changing proportion method can show the 
concealed information caused by the difference of assessing area of indexes. The change of proportion may 
cause the change of order of assessing objects and furthermore influence the assessment result. And the 
value of proportion will influence the assessment result directly. The changing proportion method can be 
adopted in accordance with the change of evaluating value, which can reflect how sensible each index is 
attached to the target and then make the assessment decision more credible, more scientific, and closer to 
the fact.  
 
2. Basic Assumptions and Requirements 
For the collectivity, providing that it involves 1 2, nA A AĂˈˈ  total n factors and accordingly 
1 2, nu u uĂˈˈ  total n assessing indexes. They are all non-dimensional vectors after regression calculation 
[5], and they all belong to one bound area [0, ]i mu uę , here 1,10,100mu   .etc.                                       
Given 1 2, nu u uĂˈˈ  as the evaluating value of 1 2, nA A AĂˈˈ , and the weight corresponding to 
the collectivity is iA , 
1 2( , )i i nu u uZ Z Ăˈˈ , 1,2,i n Ăˈ                           (1) 
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miZ  is called basic weight, the weight of iA  when the collectivity has perfect function, which can be 
obtained by expert-research method or leveling analysis method.  
0 ( , 0 , )i i m m m m m mu u u u u uZ Z Ăˈˈ ˈˈ Ăˈˈ    1,2,i n Ăˈ          (3) 
here 0 (0,1)iZ ę , which means the weight of iA  when iA  lost function but other factors  have perfect 
function. 0iZ  can be determined by experts assessment. And when n t   and it is difficult for expert 
assessment, 0iZ can be calculated by the following formula (4). 
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for a random i , ( , )m i nu u uZ Ă Ăˈˈ  is a non-increasing function to u , and 1
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In order to get 1 2( , )i nu u uZ Ăˈˈ simply, a non-minus differential function ( )i uO  is imported 
which can meet the condition  of 
' ( ) 0i uO d . Given 0(0) , ( )i i i m imuO O O O  , here 0iO  and imO  are the maximum and minimum value 
of ( )( 1,2, )i u i nO  Ăˈ  on the area of[0, ]mu .  
 Mathematical Model and Solution
supposing one group of determined single factor assessing values 1 2, nu u uĂˈˈ , they got 
( )( 1,2, )i iu i nO  Ăˈ ,                         
1 2
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(7) 
1 2( , )( 1,2, )i nu u u i nZ  Ăˈˈ Ăˈ  determined by the formula (7) is the variable weight. Now the 
key of problem is how to get ( )( 1,2, )i iu i nO  Ăˈ .  
To some question, given the basic weight 1 2( , )m m mnZ Z ZĂˈˈ and 01 02 0( , )nZ Z ZĂˈˈ ,  
, 1,2,im im i nO Z  Ăˈ                              (8) 
according to the definition of 0iZ  and miZ  and the formula (8), the following formula (9) can be obtained.  
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now, for certain 1 2, nu u uĂˈˈ , keep i  fixed and change iu  into u  and iu ut ,  
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the above-stated formula (6) is confirmed. When 0u v! , ( )iu U ut and 0 iv ut , ( ) ( )iU u U ut , the 
formula (6) can be confirmed too. So, with 1 2( , )i nu u uZ Ăˈˈ  determined by the formula (7), the 
sufficient and necessary condition of formula (6) is the following formula (12).  
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 is always right, and through which ( )i uO  can be 
calculated by the following formula (13). 
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After calculation with formulas (7) and (13), 1 2( , )( 1,2, )i nu u u i nZ  Ăˈˈ Ăˈ  can be obtained.  
 
4. Example Application 
One water-adopting project in Du jiangyan City Sichuan Province invited public bidding for year 
repair of 2007, with requirements of that bidding price should not over government investment of 
8,400,000 RMB and the project time should not beyond 120 days. After initial assessment, total three 
programmes were confirmed to be qualified bids. The three efficient bids are marked B1, B2, B3, which 
have been evaluated by 5 experts in light of three respects as price deviation, time advance, and 
construction method. Details of evaluation are shown in the following table 1. here, the weight of A1, A2, 
A3 is 0.5,0.35,0.15 respectively, and 100mP  .  
Firstly, 
( )k
jux  can be obtained by the method of multi-factor  Fuzzy , and. 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 2 3( , , )
k k k ku u u ux x x  
 
 
 
 
 
and the basic weight vector provided by tenderee is 1 2 3( , ) . . .m m mZ Z Zˈ ˙˄ˈˈ  ˅
by the formula (4) and (9) and the definition of 
*
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Then, with formula (13), the final evaluation results can be calculated and shown in table 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
(1)
(2)
(3)
(92.50,57.50,25.63)
(16.88,93.50,54.17)
(54.32,15.63,93.21)
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Table1 : 
evaluation 
result of the 
three 
qualified 
bidsStrategy 
 
expert 
B1 B2 B3 
A1 A2 A3 A1 A2 A3 A1 A2 A3 
E1 
E2 
E3 
E4 
E5 
(85,100]  
(95,100]  
(85,95] 
(90,95]  
(85,100]  
(60,65] 
(55,65]  
(55,60]  
(50,60] 
(50,55]  
(20,25]  
(20,30] 
(20,30] 
(25 35]ˈ  
(20 25]ˈ  
(10,20] 
(15,20] 
(15 25]ˈ  
(15 20]ˈ  
(10 20]ˈ  
(90,100]  
(95,100]  
(85,95] 
(85,100]  
(90,100]  
(50,65]  
(50,60] 
(45 60]ˈ  
(50 60]ˈ  
(45,55]  
(50,60] 
(55,65]  
45,55]˄  
(45,60] 
(55,60]  
(10,15]  
(10,20] 
(15,25]  
(10,15]  
(10,20] 
(90,100]  
(90,95]  
(85,95] 
(90,95]  
(95,100]  
Table2 : order list of final evaluation 
resultsStrategy 
A1 A2 A3 variable weight Certain weight 
Values order Values order 
B1 
B2 
B3 
0.413 
0.717 
0.522 
0.405 
0.179 
0.391 
0.182 
0.104 
0.087 
66.16 
34.46 
42.95 
1 
3 
2 
70.22 
49.29 
46.96 
1 
2 
3 
From the above table 2, the ranking order of variable weight method is B1ˣB3ˣB2, while the order of 
unchanged weight method is B1.B2.B3. The reason of inconsistency is that the assessing value of B2 
relating to A1 is too small. The basic weight given by tenderee 1
0.5mZ    shows that tenderee pays 
more attention to the price, so it is necessary to put B2 in the last position.  
5. Epilogue 
variable weight method is leaded in tendering assessment, given an appraisal target value sector to 
evaluation indicators, will maximum limit attenuate the subjective factor, the promotion evaluation of 
tenders process is fairer fairly;at the same time, can also cause maximum limit to satisfy in the bid unit 
which the tender person requests to be elected, to encourage advanced, realizes superior win and the inferior 
wash out through the market method. 
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